dark and troubled past tv tropes - this is a stock backstory for a character much like a mysterious past except more tragic and troubled don t expect it to be revealed all at once or sometimes at all it usually gets revealed in small doses through a troubled backstory flashback as the story progresses possibly in a flashback nightmare where a happy memory transforms into a slaughter, if you re so evil eat this kitten tv tropes - the bad guys challenge someone usually the hero pretending to be a bad guy to do something evil to prove his evilness while the trope name suggests cartoonish supervillainy this can equally apply to more serious stories where this trope could be named if you re so evil shoot this cop basically any test to demonstrate the willingness of a person to do immoral deeds either to demonstrate, sol war sons of light warriors alien resistance - updated on 09 12 18 nasa fraudulent science technology there are many things they do not want you to know there is a principle which is a bar against all information which is proof against all argument and which cannot fail to keep man in everlasting ignorance
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